HOW CAN YOU MAXIMIZE CONSUMER SAFETY & DRIVE INNOVATION?

ENHANCE YOUR ORGANIZATION WITH STANDARDS

Technological advances, including artificial intelligence, smart health, e-commerce and digital transactions, 3D printing, and autonomous vehicles, are changing the way we work and live every day. Global standards and regulations are a large part of these innovations, enabling organizations across nearly every industry to build on established technologies and deploy cutting-edge advancements with safety, efficiency, and consistency.

ISO 22000
IATF 16949
GDPR
IEC/TC 77
ISO 9001
ISO 14001
ISO 45001
ISO 13485
ISO/IEC 27032
ISO 50001

TRANSITIONING TO NEW MANUFACTURING PRACTICES
1833 - First Factory Act provides regulation on child labor in textile factories
1875 - First Public Health Act to improve public health
1950 - ISO released its first standard and held General Assembly - Stockholm

WELCOMING ELECTRICITY AND NEW WAYS TO COMMUNICATE
1878 - First Public Health Act to improve public health
1950 - ISO released its first standard and held General Assembly - Stockholm

THE DIGITAL EVOLUTION
1968 - Standard on freight containers issued
1971 - ISO created technical committees in the environmental field
1987 - ISO 9001 Quality Management System Standard published
1996 - ISO 14001 Environmental Management System Standard launched
2010 - ISO 26000 Social Responsibility Standard published
2011 - ISO 50001 Energy Management System Standard launched
2016 - ISO 37001 Anti-bribery Management System Standard published

THE EMERGENCE OF ROBOTICS AND ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
NOW - Released of updated standards
ISO 9001:2015 Quality Management System Standard
ISO 14001:2015 Environmental Management System Standard
IATF 16949:2016 Automotive Quality Management System Standard
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)

STANDARDS AND THE INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTIONS

FIRST REVOLUTION
SECOND REVOLUTION
THIRD REVOLUTION
FOURTH REVOLUTION

CONTACT SGS

WHEN YOU NEED TO BE SURE

www.sgs.com/wsd2018
www.sgs.com/facebook
www.sgs.com/twitter
www.sgs.com/linkedin